In this paper, we discuss news source detection (NSD), which involves finding additional information of a message generated in social media to understand the original message more deeply. We propose an NSD method based on the text segmentation and two extension models using web content and post times. Through the experiments using the real-world data, the proposed methods outperformed the baseline methods and exhibited an F-measure of 34.9.
Introduction
Recently, with the advent of social-media, it has become easy to express opinions or comment about experiences. In particular, Twitter 1 is a popular service used worldwide, and extremely large number of messages (tweets) is generated every day on it. It has been widely recognized that Twitter can potentially contain much useful information. Therefore, many researchers have conducted content analysis on Twitter (Java et al., 2006; Krishnamurthy et al., 2008; Pennacchiotti and Gurumurthy, 2011; Mehrotra et al., 2013) .
Twitter can be regarded as a news feeder (Zhao et al., 2011) . News content distributed by other media are often re-distributed and diffused to more people through Twitter. For example, a user X posted a tweet as follows. Many people have a chance to know the details of Mario's fantastic goal 2 through t ex . Web content included in the URL http://example.football.com functions as an information source on t ex . It can be said that tweets, such as t ex , contain suitable information for news feeders. However, such cases are rare. Almost all tweets on Twitter are unsuitable due to a variety of reasons, e.g. (i) X did not write the information source in her stream of tweets, (ii) a tweet message and its information source (URL) were written in separate tweets, or (iii) X included a URL that was not related to the tweet message. In these cases, tweets do not function as the news feeders and people cannot obtain any additional information from them.
We discuss news source detection (NSD), which involves finding additional information of a message generated on social media to understand the original message more deeply. In Twitter, given a tweet t i , the goal with NSD is to find another tweet t j (̸ = t i ) that includes a reference to its information source on t i . The details of NSD are described in Section 2. We propose an NSD method based on the text segmentation. It is difficult to straightforwardly resolve NSD because a search space of tweet pair combinations is exponentially large. Therefore, we simplify the NSD problem from the viewpoint of the text segmentation and provide an approximate solution. We also discuss two extension models of the proposed method using web content and post times. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we define NSD and introduce some concepts and their notations for a formal description of NSD in Section 2. We then propose an NSD method that is based on the text segmentation and also discuss two extensions of the proposed method in Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce related work and discuss the differences between them. In Section 5, we describe the details of the experiments using realworld data and argue that the proposed method performs better than the baseline methods. We summarize the paper in Section 6.
News Source Detection
First, we introduce some concepts and their notations for a formal description of NSD.
• target tweet (t): a tweet for finding the information source. We call the information source especially, news source, hereafter.
• source tweet (s(t)): a tweet that includes a reference to the news source on t. In this paper, we only consider URL strings included in tweets as references.
• URL tweet (u): a tweet including a URL string.
Given a stream of tweets T = ⟨t 1 , t 2 , ..., t |T | ⟩ that includes at least one u, the task of NSD is to detect whether u is a source tweet on t i for each t i except u.
Proposed Methods

NSD based on Text Segmentation
We found two valuable findings in our preliminary analysis.
• A u adjacent to a t tends to be a s(t) on t (u = s(t)).
• Two target tweets, t i and t j , adjacent to each other tend to have the same source tweet (s(t i ) = s(t j )).
From these findings, we use text segmentation, which is one of the fundamental tasks in the NLP research domain. The goal with the text segmentation problem is to divide an input document into parts based on subtopics held in the input document. We designed an algorithm to solve NSD as follows and illustrated in Figure 1 .
Step.1 document generation. A stream of tweets is regarded as a virtual document.
Step.2 text segmentation. The document is divided into some segments by using a text segmentation method.
Step.3 source detection. The u is detected as a source tweet on t (u = s(t)) if and only if a u and t in the document belong to the same segment.
From a technical viewpoint, the text segmentation problem in Step.2 is the core part of this algorithm. We explain the details of Step.2 in the next section.
Applying TextTiling
TextTiling
We used a modified version of the text segmentation algorithm called TextTiling (Hearst, 1997) , which is a well-known and standard text segmentation method, and is focused on adjacent sentence pairs. Suppose that s i and s j is an adjacent sentence pair in the input document, then, TextTiling determines whether s i and s j belong to the same segment or not according to a boundary score 3 . If the sentence boundary sb ij between s i and s j has a lower boundary score than the threshold d th , the sentence pair is detected as belonging to the same segment; otherwise, it is not. As a result, text segmentation in the input document is naturally done when all sentence boundaries are determined.
A boundary score d ij held on the sentence boundary sb ij is defined as follows:
where ss ij indicates a similarity score at sb ij and ss l (ss r ) indicates a similarity score at a local maximum point on the left(right)-hand side of sb ij . Each similarity score ss ij is defined as follows:
where c 3 This is called the "depth" score in (Hearst, 1997) . 
Modifications
We introduce three modifications to the original TextTiling algorithm to appropriately apply it to a virtual document composed of a stream of tweets.
First, we focus on tweet boundaries instead of sentence boundaries because we want to make segments in units of tweets.
Second, we add another type of context window. The word-based window is only defined in the original algorithm. Figure 2 shows an example of the word-based window of size 7. We also use the postbased window. With the post-based window, the number of words to be included in the window varies with the length of each tweet. Therefore, we can include more meaningful context into the boundary scores.
The third is a normalization of the similarity scores. Our stream data are much shorter than those assumed in the original TextTiling algorithm. Therefore, it was frequently observed that the number of words is less than the window size at the end of the stream when using the word-based window.
We therefore prepared a normalized similarity score function to resolve this problem. The normal-ized score function is defined as follows.
Here, each |c f i | and |c b j | indicates the real number of words existing in c f i and c b j . We call the modified algorithm described in this section Basic for comparing it to the extensions described in the next section.
Extension1: Web Content Concatenation (WCC)
It was found that there are many URL tweets with insufficient information to detect source tweets because they are composed of very few words. Therefore, we consider enriching URL tweets with web content referred by the URL written in them. Suppose that web(u) is web content referred by a URL written in a u. Then, we simply concatenate web(u) with u and use both strings web(u) and u in Basic. Web pages are generally composed of logical constituents such as title, head, and body. Some might contribute to the source detection, and some might not. We selected content in title and body as web(u) in the experiments. A specific pattern rule based on HTML tags was used for extracting the main document parts from body in the Web pages.
We call this extension technique web content concatenation (WCC).
Extension2: Using Post Time (PT)
Intuitively, it seems that arbitrary tweet pairs have semantic relationships each other when they are sequentially posted in a very short span. On the other hand, it seems that they have no semantic relationships when posted in a longer span. Based on this insight, we introduce a weighted frequency function by using time span information between two tweets. Equation (4) represents the alternative weighted frequency function f ′ (w, c f i ), which is used in Equation (2) and Equation (3) 
Here, T (t * * ) indicates the time at which t * * was posted. The tweet t e f indicates a tweet in which a word instance e exists in the forward window. The tweet t 0 b indicates a tweet in the backward window and adjacent to a tweet in the forward window. For example, when t 0 b was posted at 09:15 and t e f was posted at 09:18, δ(e, c f i ) = log(3) = 0.477 because t e f was posted 3 minutes later from t 0
We call this extension technique post time (PT).
Related work
In this section, we discuss two NLP tasks related to NSD; first story detection (FSD) and document alignment (DA), then, discuss the differences between them. Figure 3 shows the outlines of the three tasks. Note that the only central phenomena are drawn in this figure. One can return to the original papers referred to the explanation below to understand the strict definition for each task. First story detection is a subtask defined within Topic Detection and Tracking 4 (Allen, 2002) . The aim with FSD is detecting a news manuscript reporting a given topic for the first time from a stream of news stories. The topics given in FSD are worldwide events or disasters such as the Oklahoma City bombing and the earthquake in Kobe. Traditional techniques used in FSD are similarity-based methods. A news manuscript is detected as the first story when it is not similar to all past news. Petrovic et al. (2010) investigated the FSD task on Twitter. They modified the traditional FSD technique to tackle the speed and volume problems due to the tremendous updates of data generated on Twitter. They used a streaming technique based on locality sensitive hashing (Indyk and Motwani, 1998) which makes high-speed approximate calculations of similarities possible and achieves good performance. Abel et al.(2011) adapted DA between tweets and web pages to enrich user profiles to be acquired. The aim with DA is to find all web pages aligned with the input tweets in terms of topics. In DA, all web pages are aligned with input tweets that have the same topic as the web pages. To resolve DA, they used explicit URL linkages and implicit linkages estimated using TFIDF-based similarity between tweets and web pages.
The above-mentioned research has an affinity to NSD. However, the definition of the problem(input)/output relation slightly differs in each study as shown in Figure 3 . Moreover, the interest for our study was to investigate the effectiveness of the two aspects, web content and posting time of tweets, to improve NSD performance, which garnered no interest in the previous studies.
In Twitter, the hashtag "#" symbol is used to mark keywords or topics in a tweet. Users can mark categories of content written in tweet messages by using hashtags such as #Fashion, #Food, and #World-Cup2014. Unfortunately, they are unsuitable for NSD because categories obtained through hashtags are usually very coarse. In fact, to use hashtags for NSD, we conducted an experiment that involved the same conditions as those described in the next section and achieved a very low F-measure of 8.0.
Experiments
Data
We selected SportsNavi (http://sports. yahoo.co.jp/) as a news source in the experiments and crawled web pages belonging to SportsNavi. This site is a popular Japanese sports news sites provided by Yahoo!.
We collected 317 streams of tweets by using the TwitterAPI 6 . All tweets collected were written in Japanese. Furthermore, we required that at least one u be included for each stream of tweets. Such a tweet has a URL string referring to a web page belonging to SportsNavi. Of these collected stream PACLIC 28 ! 200 data, we focused on a set of tweet pairs ⟨u, t⟩ in which t exist within five tweets from u in the stream then used 3,170 ⟨u, t⟩ pairs as our evaluation data. The problem to be solved in the experiments was detecting whether u is the source tweet on t for each ⟨u, t⟩ in the evaluation data.
We asked two annotators to create a gold standard dataset. The annotators were required to independently judge whether u into ⟨u, t⟩ in the evaluation data is regarded as a source tweet on t. We measured the κ statistics (Cohen, 1960) to assess the reliability of the gold standard dataset. The result is that κ = 0.782. This value indicates that the data substantially agree.
Baseline methods
We adopted two baseline methods for comparison with the proposed methods. Naive is the most naive method and SIM is a customized version of the method (Abel et al., 2011) proposed to resolve DA described in Section 4.
Naive For all tweet pairs in the evaluation data, the u in ⟨u, t⟩ is always detected as s(t) on t.
SIM This is a similarity-based method originally proposed by (Abel et al., 2011) . Suppose that U indicates a set of URL tweets in the evaluation data and web(u) indicates a web page referred from a URL written in u (∈ U). SIM focuses on each similarity between t and a web page web(u ′ ) (u ′ ∈ U) to detect whether u = s(t), that is, the u in ⟨u, t⟩ is the s(t) on t. First, given t in ⟨u, t⟩, u o is selected using Equation (6).
After that, u is detected as a source tweet on t only when u o = u; otherwise, it is not. We used Equation (7) as the similarity function sim(t, web(u ′ )), which is the same setting as (Abel et al., 2011) .
where T is a set of words included in t, T F (i, web(u ′ )) indicates the term frequency of i in web(u ′ ), and IDF (i) indicates the inverse document frequency in terms of web pages in the evaluation data.
Other settings
We used the Japanese morphological analyzer MeCab 7 for word recognition. It is observed that each tweet in the evaluation data is composed of an average of six words. We conducted our experiments by changing the size of the context window used in the text segmentation phase. We set up sizes from 1 to 15 for the word-based window and from 1 to 2 for the postbased window. We used only nouns as a lexicon set L.
We used Precision and Recall as evaluation measures, which are defined as
The symbol X indicates a set of ⟨u, t⟩ instances in which the u in ⟨u, t⟩ is detected using a method as the source tweet on t and Y indicates a set of ⟨u, t⟩ instances in which the u in ⟨u, t⟩ is actually source tweet on t. We also used F-measure index 2 * P recision * Recall P recision+Recall as a summary of the above measures.
Experimental Results
Results of proposed method: Basic
We start by discussing the results of the simplest method proposed in Section 3, which we call Basic. We discuss the results obtained using the extended models of Basic in the next section. Table 1 lists the results of Basic. The results from which the word-based window was used in the text segmentation are shown in the upper part of Table 1 and those from the post-based window are shown in the lower part. With the word-based window, Precision dropped when the window size was larger. Recall, on the other hand, tended to increase when the window size was larger. Similar phenomena were observed with the post-based window. The best Fmeasure value was 29.5, obtained when the size of word-based window was 6, and 26.9, obtained when the size of the post-based window was 1. Next, we compare Basic with the baseline methods. Table 2 lists the results obtained from the baseline methods. The best result obtained from Basic with the word-based window of size 6 is also shown in the bottom of Table 2 . Naive naturally achieved 100% Recall while Precision was very low (9.1%). SIM had a contrary phenomenon to Naive, low Recall (8.2%) and high Precision (76.5%), since it would induce conservative decision-making by Equation (6). One can see that Basic achieved a well-balanced performance and higher F-measure than the baseline methods.
Effectiveness of extensions
We investigated the effectiveness of the two extensions, WCC discussed in Section 3.3 and TP discussed in Section 3.4. First, we discuss the results of WCC and then discuss those of PT. Table 3 lists the results obtained from WCC. 
*+,-." /00" 12" /00312" WCC outperformed Basic when larger windows were used. This is because WCC was able to make good use of word information included in both tweets and web pages. This is especially evident in the cases in which the post-based window was used. The best F-measure value was 34.7 obtained with WCC with a post-based window of size 2. Next, Table 4 lists the results obtained from PT. PT almost totally outperformed Basic and also outperformed WCC when small windows were used. It exhibited an F-measure of 34.9 with a post-based window of size 1. This is the best performance of all experimental conditions.
Sensitivity to window size
We investigated the sensitivity of the proposed methods to the context window size. Figure 4 shows F-measure values obtained from the proposed methods with the word-based window. The horizontal axis indicates the size of the window and the vertical axis indicates F-measure. Each line corresponds to the result of each method. In the figure, WCC+PT indicates the results obtained from the method with both extension models.
One can see that all models exhibited the best performance when the window size = 6. This is intuitively supported since each tweet in the evaluation data was composed of an average of six words. One can see from Figure 5 that Precision and Recall were balanced when the window size was around 6. There seemed to be a semantic boundary seemly for NSD around 6.
It is less sensitive in the case of the PT extension model and the WCC+PT combination model. These models exhibited almost the same F-measure values. It would be reasonable and sufficient to use the PT extension model when it is difficult to crawl web pages.
Conclusion
We proposed an NSD method based on text segmentation and two extension models using web content and post times. Using the TextTiling algorithm, we achieved an F-measure of 34.9. The following issues will need to be addressed to refine our models.
• The proposed methods can provide a lightweight, approximate solution to NSD by using text segmentation. This means that it is only applicable to continuous conditions. Methods applicable to non-continuous conditions should be developed to improve performance.
• We only considered web pages referred from tweets as news sources in this paper. It would be valuable to enlarge the target of news sources to other media such as TV and radio.
